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[The hearing commenced at 2.09 p.m.] 
 
 
Assessor:  I think we are ready from Group 12 now; usual form, Mr Lake.  My understanding is 

that Oatridge College are resting on their written submissions. 
 
Mr Lake:  Yes, sir, that is my understanding also. 
 
Assessor:  Please. 
 
Mr Lake:  Mr Camelford, could I start this session in relation to this objector, or this group, by 

asking you to identify on which sheet within the maps, plans and sections you find their 
property? 

 
Mr Camelford:  Sheet 52. 
 
Q. And what is the relationship between the works proposed in the Bill and their property? 
A. There are four plots of land which affect Oatridge College land, Plots 988 and 989 are 

being permanently acquired for Work No. 51, the access road to Uphall Station North 
Car Park; Plot 990 is being permanently acquired for a new car park at Uphall Station, 
and Plot 991 is being permanently acquired for a new footbridge at Uphall Station. 

 
Q. Right; and one issue has been withdrawn, the reason for the car park, and the three 

issues remaining are: 
 
 1.  Acquisition of land, including location of car park 
 2.  Access 
 3.  Development potential 
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 If I can take these in turn, first the acquisition of land including the location of the car 
park.  Could I ask Mr Boyle whether there has been any development on the position 
stated in the written evidence? 

 
Mr Boyle:  The Promoter has offered the commitment that the proposed station car park area 

within Plot 990 be reconfigured to fit within the area between the eastern edge of the 
proposed station car park access road - that is the red dotted line on the plan attached to 
the objector’s further written evidence dated 9 January – and the western boundary of 
Plot 990.  If adopted, this commitment would mean that the land east of the proposed 
station car park area would only be required temporarily for the duration of the works, 
and would be returned to Oatridge College upon their completion, thus significantly 
reducing a permitted land loss and at the same time maintaining the proximity of the car 
parking area to the proposed DDA compliant footbridge. 

 
Q. Just for completeness, one of the issues that has been raised by the objectors is 

whether or not the entire car park could be moved yet further to the west.  Is that going 
to be taken further, or has that been considered? 

A. It has been considered and discounted due to the sloping nature of the adjoining field. 
 
Q. The other issue that is raised in the written evidence for the objectors in their response 

to the Promoter’s evidence, and I want to ask you about, is the question of the size of 
the area of ground that would be left isolated to the west of the car park on Sheet 52.  
We have seen in their evidence they describe that as being an area of 0.55 of an acre. 

A. This area of land actually extends to about 2.2 acres or thereabouts.  They used the 
horizontal scale shown on the maps, plans and sections, which is denoted as being 
1:1250, but the plans were reduced from A1 to A3 and correspondingly the scale shown 
was reduced to 1:2500.  Therefore using the horizontal scale on the maps, plans and 
sections would result in showing an area one quarter the size of what it actually is. 

 
Q. Whatever the reason is, what we come to is the irregular area which the objectors have 

marked on the plan attached to their response to the Promoter’s written evidence is in 
fact 2.2 acres rather than 0.5? 

A. Yes. 
 
Q. One of the concerns raised by the objectors is this area of ground is of such a size that it 

would not be marketable. Do you consider that is correct? 
A. Without doing any in-depth research and just doing a quick trawl of the internet, I 

uncovered six sites currently on the market of smaller size within the general 
neighbourhood in Bathgate and Livingstone. 

 
Q. So would you tend to conclude from that that sites of this size are in fact marketable? 
A. Yes, readily marketable. 
 
Q. And just for the avoidance of doubt, we understand that the Promoter’s position is that 

on the basis that this land is of this size and is marketable, they ought not to be 
burdened with the obligation of buying this plot of land? 

A. Correct. 
 
Q. Sir, those are the only issues that I wanted to clarify on the acquisition of land. 
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Assessor:  Thank you. I am slightly baffled by this one. I just cannot see why an agreement has 
not been reached. I recognise that it takes two to make a deal, but could I just be 
absolutely clear about what the basic issues is here? 

 
Mr Boyle:  The basic issue is that while accepting the reconfigured car parking area, the 

objectors also wanted to compel the Promoter to acquire the field situated to the west.  I 
gather, sir, that it was used as a relocated car park area or whatever, on the basis that 
they considered it to be redundant – which obviously we did not agree with. 

 
Assessor:  And this is a sticking point? 
A. Yes.  We think that the proposal we put forward meets the requirement in the original 

objection to vary the car park to a more regular size. I can provide a plan if you wanted 
to see it? 

 
Mr Lake:  That is fine, thank you very much.   
 
Assessor:  Unless there are any other matters Mr Lake?  [No]  I would like to thank you for your 

evidence.  [Confers]  You will update us of course on access? 
 
Mr Lake:  Yes, sir.  Sorry, I was just thinking through my question.  The second of the issues 

that is raised and remains outstanding is: 
 
 2.  Access 
 
 The concern here, putting it shortly, was that a ransom strip would be created that would 

prevent the objector from developing the land either side of the access road to the new 
station car park, correct? 

 
Mr Boyle:  Yes. 
 
Q. Could you update us on what communications there have been with the objector in 

relation to this? 
A. Yes; the Promoter has offered the commitment that any excess land take within Plot 989 

between the finished station car park access road and Oatridge College’s remaining land 
would be returned to Oatridge College on completion of the said road works. 

 
Q. That sounds like it meets their objection entirely. 
A. Yes; again they had another caveat to add to that.  We are quite happy with that 

suggestion, but then they added in a requirement that they expected us to fence off the 
remaining land with security fencing between the road and Oatridge College’s fields. 

 
Q. They have started to query questions of fencing obligations and who is to assume 

responsibility for maintaining it, a number of matters not raised in the original objection? 
A. Yes, that is correct. 
 
Q. It seems to be these matters that are stalling agreement? 
A. Yes. 
 
Q. But as far as you are concerned, on the matter that was raised within the objection, the 

concern has been met? 
A. The concern has been fully met, yes. 
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Q. Thank you. 
 
Assessor:  I have no questions. 
 
Mr Lake:  If I could turn to the third element, the impact on: 
 
 3.  Development potential  
 
 What communication has there been on this issue? 
A. We are advised that the impact in the provisions of the Bill on development is a 

compensation issue which rightly falls to be addressed under the Compensation Code 
once it has received Royal Assent and the powers have been exercised. 

 
Q. So can we take it that this is not an issue that arises in this forum for the future? 
A. It is for later.  It is not for this stage in proceedings, though. 
 
Q. Thank you very much. Sir, these are the only matters I have to raise. 
 
Assessor:  Thank you, and I have no questions to ask.  I think that concludes Group 12. 
 
[Group 12 concluded at 2.18 p.m.] 
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